ABSTRACT. This paper links several notions of torsion theory with commutative concepts.
This paper is part of the author's doctoral dissertation defended at Queen's University under the supervision of Professor P. Ribenboim.
0. Well-centered torsion theory. All the rings are supposed commutative and unitary. We denote by (j , j) a torsion theory over a ring A. We recall that if ft is a prime of A, A/)fi is either a torsion module, and we say that p is a torsionprime, or a torsion-free module, and we say that £ is a free-prime. Therefore the spectrum Spec A is partitioned into two subsets T and F; the set T, set of torsion-primes is closed under specialization (and its complement F is, of course, The following proposition is trivial but worth noting: Proposition 1.6. If (J', 'S') is a torsion theory smaller than (3*, j) ithat is to say that every torsion-free module ¡or (j , j) is also torsion-free for (j , J ')), then, for every module M, (3" ', 3r ')-dAÍM) > G\ SUAiM). We show only the first step:
Suppose that TQÍM)= T(zV|) = 0, hence that Al is torsion-free for (j ., J .).
Then Ass^ÍAl) does not meet T = VÍI). No prime associated to Al contains Í.
So I is not included in the finite union of these primes and there is an element /. in I which is not a zero divisor in Al.
Conversely suppose that there is such an element /, in I. f. cannot be contained in any prime associated to Al, Ass . (Al) must be included in F, M must be torsion-free.
3. Change of rings. Let A be a ring with a torsion theory (3\ 3r) and cp:
A -► B a ring morphism. The direct image of (j , j) by cp is a torsion theory Proof. (2) If £ e F it is clear that (3*, jJ is the torsion theory such that every A-module is torsion-free, hence Uw, -fA-d^ÍMA = «i. (3) and (4) are equally easy.
The set of minimal primes of (3, 3) is the set of primes which belong to T and are minimal among the elements of T. We denote this set TQ. As a generalization of Theorem 2.1 we get Since T = UBeT Vi$, Ass^(Al)C F, and Al is torsion-free for (3\ 3"), which is equivalent to (J, 3)-dAÍM) > 0.
From the formula í-Depth^(Al) = Inf^ÍDepth^ (Ai J| [11,15.6] . We get Being both torsion and torsion-free they are trivial. (ii) F = "/[Spec QÍA)].
(iii) F is affine and (3", 3r) is well-centered. Proof. If (j, 30 is affine, the morphism /: A -» QiA) is a flat epimorphism.
Proof, (i) =» (ii)
We denote the direct image of (3\ 30 under /, by 0\, 3",); since every ßUVmod-ule is torsion-free, the \S., J ,)-dominant dimension of every such module is in- (i) U is affine.
(ii) For every module M, %U) S M ®A GxiU). (iii) The functor M -> MÍU) is exact in Mod A.
We now characterize the affine open sets of a regular Noetherian ring, that is to say a Noetherian ring A such that Au is a regular local ring at every prime tX If I is an ideal of A, we let Vil) be the set of primes containing Í and hil), the height of Í, be the maximum of the heights of the minimal primes of Í. First we suppose only that A is Cohen-Macaulay, that is to say that Depth ÍAA = hi\s), fot every prime p.
